
Lucha Underground – April 13,
2016: They Can Do Tags Too
Lucha  Underground
Date: April 13, 2016
Location: Lucha Underground Temple, Boyle Heights, California
Commentators: Vampiro, Matt Striker

Things are quickly picking up around here with the big showdown of Mil
Muertes vs. Matanza coming up a lot faster than expected. The match
should be one heck of a brawl between the two hardest hitters in the
promotion, though I could have seen it being built up a lot longer. Let’s
get to it.

We open with a recap of Dario Cueto introducing the Aztec Medallions
which joined together to form the Gift of the Gods Title.

Another recap shows us the trios tournament being set up.

Cage, Johnny Mundo and Taya are in Dario’s office and Johnny quickly
figures out that they’re going to be a team. Cage wants to fight Johnny
instead but gets shot down. Dario seems to try to hit on Taya but is shot
down even faster. We almost get Cage saying he wants the Lucha
Underground Title but Dario has heard the catchphrase too many times
already and cuts him off in a funny bit.

Argenis vs. Killshot

This is the new Killshot, now in camouflage and wearing dog tags. Argenis
misses an early charge and gets dropkicked in the corner. Some LOUD chops
have Argenis in even more trouble as Vampiro brings up Jumbo Tsuruta.
What might have been a low blow stops Killshot’s run but he easily throws
Argenis to the floor for a running flip dive. Now that’s how you get the
Temple behind you.

Back in and Argenis gets in a chop of his own to set up a top rope
armdrag for two. Striker keeps using military lingo as Killshot easily
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counters a top rope hurricanrana into a brainbuster. That’s enough for
Striker to assume Killshot is suffering from PTSD, which probably isn’t
something that should be brought up in a storyline. With Striker talking
about IED’s, Killshot loads up an electric chair before flipping Argenis
down into a piledriver for the pin at 6:02.

Rating: C. Borderline inappropriate comments from Striker aside, this was
a great introduction to the new Killshot which can pretty easily be
called a success. Until now he was really just a guy without much of a
gimmick but not he’s playing the character to near perfection. Well as
much perfection as you can see in a long squash.

Dragon Azteca Jr. asks Black Lotus how she can work for Dario. She says
it’s because Matanza killed Azteca Sr. (it was really her) and seems
upset that she had to lie.

Daga is in Dario’s office and gets to compete for one of the Aztec
Medallions (now broken up since the Gift of the Gods was cashed in).
Tonight he gets Texano, who Dario describes as one of the toughest men
he’s ever met, not named Cueto of course. Daga: “That’s because you
haven’t met me.”

Aztec Medallion: Daga vs. Texano

They start very fast with some quick near falls until Texano grabs a
headlock to slow things down. A loud chop has Daga’s dander up before a
hard kick puts him right back down for two. More chops and a clothesline
seem to have Daga favoring his arm and Texano sends him outside for a
good looking dive. Daga is fine enough to fire off a kick and take over,
including a cringe inducing running dropkick in the corner.

They forearm it out until Texano kicks his head off to put both guys
down. A middle rope Rough Ryder gets two on Daga but a hurricanrana gets
the same on Texano. I’d have had that be the finish. Daga grabs an ankle
lock (not something you often see around here) but Texano gets the ropes
and plants him with a sitout powerbomb for the pin at 7:21.

Rating: B. This was a pretty awesome back and forth match with both guys
beating the heck out of each other until a questionable finish. What was



the point of bringing Daga in and even give him Dario time before having
him lose in his debut match? Either way it was entertaining stuff and
Texano continues to be one of my favorites.

Catrina tells Mil Muertes that the Disciples are in the trios tournament
but he’s really not pleased. She insures him that they won’t screw up
before talking about how devastating Matanza can be. He might even be
more powerful than the earthquake that created Muertes.

Trios Tournament First Round: Johnny Mundo/Cage/Taya vs. Dragon Azteca
Jr./Prince Puma/Rey Mysterio Jr.

This should rock and Rey is looking like the Flash. Cage starts with
Dragon and easily drags him around with a headlock. Azteca gets in a kick
to the back of the head but is easily thrown across the ring to stop any
comeback. It’s off to Puma as Striker brings up their feud from last
year. Now that’s something Striker could be good for instead of taking
his head off half the time.

Cage throws Puma down as well and it’s off to Johnny for a corkscrew
moonsault and two. It’s off to Taya and the announcers immediately start
the oogling. Some forearms to Puma’s mask get two before he rolls her up
for the same. Striker brings up Jem and the Holograms before it’s back to
Cage to lift Puma up for a sitout powerbomb. A standing moonsault gets
two for Cage (yes for Cage) but he won’t accept a chair from Mundo.

Cage slaps Johnny in the face for the tag and it’s time for some double
teaming, only to have Johnny pull Rey off the apron to break up a hot tag
attempt. Not that it matters as Puma tags Dragon in (so much for Johnny
figuring that one out) for a quick two off a hurricanrana. The really hot
tag brings in Rey for a top rope seated senton on Johnny before sending
both Mundo and Taya into the ropes.

They roll away from the 619 attempt but Puma and Dragon hit consecutive
dives to take them out again. Cage remembers that he’s in the match
though and drops Puma and Azteca, leaving Rey to moonsault Johnny for
two. Taya gets back in for a Magic Killer of all things on Dragon, only
to have Rey send her outside again. The three masked men are ready to
dive but Cage comes back in to clean house.



Some kicks send him to the floor and Puma gets two on Johnny with a 450.
A standing C4 drops Puma but Azteca kicks Johnny in the face. Cage
splashes Taya by mistake but quickly lifts Puma up in a fireman’s carry.
Dragon tries to make a save with a high cross body…..and Cage catches him
while still carrying Puma on his shoulders. Yeah they’re smaller guys but
GOOD NIGHT THAT’S TERRIFYING.

Both of the masked men get dropped but Puma escapes Weapon X. Mundo’s
Flying Chuck hits Cage by mistake so Rey gives Johnny a 619 before taking
Taya down with a seated senton off the apron. Puma’s 630 (which is much
more of a legdrop here) FINALLY puts Mundo away at 12:54.

Rating: A-. Oh yeah this was awesome. There comes a point in lucha where
you just have to throw everything out the window and let things go nuts.
Cage is such an athletic freak it’s scarey but this was much more about
the dives and flips from the masked men. This was a blast with everyone
nailing it all match long and a really fun match throughout. Great stuff
indeed and one of the better matches the company has ever had.

Post credits, Dario warns Matanza of his match with Muertes next week
through the cage bars. Matanza has to stay in the cage so no one can
steal him from Dario because he’s the most important thing in Dario’s
world. “So next week, make me proud and bring death to the dead.” Matanza
shakes the cage to end the show.

Overall Rating: B+. This was another show where Lucha Underground shows
how awesome it really can be. The stories are all over the top but the
key is Lucha Underground setting up a world in which they make sense.
Maybe not perfect sense but at least sense. I had a great time tonight
with main event being one of the most entertaining tag matches the
promotion has ever put on. This was an awesome show and a ton of fun, as
it was supposed to be.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of the Intercontinental Title at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01D4D3EGQ

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01D4D3EGQ?ref_=pe_2427780_160035660


And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

New Column: Wait Wait, Don’t
Tell Me
Another thing WWE does to get on my nerves.

http://wrestlingrumors.net/kbs-review-wait-wait-dont-tell-me/

Lucha Underground – April 6,
2016: The Brock Lesnar Push
Lucha  Underground
Date: April 6, 2016
Location: Lucha Underground Temple, Boyle Heights, California
Commentators: Vampiro, Matt Striker

It’s time to get the focus back on the Trios as we’re starting a
tournament to crown new #1 contenders. This could be interesting as I’m
not sure if I can even name two trios, let alone enough to fill in a full
set of brackets. Odds are we’ll get more Dario goodness as well, which is
more than enough to carry the show. Let’s get to it.

We open with a recap of the stories tonight, including Cortez Castro and
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Joey Ryan being undercover cops, Sexy Star being stalked and Matanza
destroying Pentagon last week.

Vampiro looks at his anti-psychotic medication when Dario comes in and
calls him Ian Hodgkison. Dario knows there’s a part of Vampiro that wants
to bash his brains in and then go fight Matanza but Vampiro isn’t crazy
enough to do that. He’s valuable to Dario as the voice of Lucha
Underground so tonight Vampiro needs to be on commentary. Vampiro takes
his pills.

Castro and Ryan report their findings to their boss, who wants them to
take out Dario. Apparently they’re in the Trios tournament together,
which seems to please the captain. I’m really interested in where this
goes and it’s nice to finally get back to the story after several weeks
away.

Ivelisse vs. Kobra Moon

Feeling out process to start with Moon working on the arm but getting
taken down into an armbar. A headscissors has Ivelisse in trouble but it
turns into a pinfall reversal sequence for two each. Moon does her
slithering into a choke over the ropes for two, followed by something
like a Tarantula/Anaconda Vice combo. A butterfly suplex into a double
underhook choke keeps Ivelisse in trouble but she grabs a Russian
legsweep to put both of them down. Ivelisse wins a slugout and kicks
Kobra down with Striker admitting that this is an ugly match. Back up and
Ivelisse grabs a running sunset flip bomb for the pin at 6:35.

Rating: D. Striker was right when he called this ugly. Kobra is just not
working and it’s getting worse with each week. At the same time it’s nice
to see Ivelisse getting some solo time instead of being on the wacky
team. She’s still awesome in the ring and you can hear TNA cry a bit more
every time she has a match.

Video on Killshot, who was a sniper in the military. He and his unit were
captured for thirteen months but he escaped and made it back home. Of
course this is accompanied by some well choreographed video showing
Killshot in combat. Really cool stuff here of course.



Famous B. comes in to see Mascarita Sagrada and offers a business card.

Sexy Star is working out when the Mack comes in. Apparently he’s on a
team with Marty the Moth and Mariposa and would like Star out there for
moral support. She screams a lot and I guess that’s a no.

Trios Tournament First Round: Cortez Castro/Mr. Cisco/Joey Ryan vs.
Mariposa/Marty Martinez/The Mack

The fans are WAY into Joey here. The announcers point out that the prize
for the winners isn’t clear, though I’d assume it’s a title shot. Cisco
and Mack start things off after Vampiro thinks Cortez and Castro are two
different people. Mack gets two off a hard shoulder but gets dropped by a
springboard armdrag. The fans actually start cheering Cisco after a
hurricanrana but Mack flips up to his feet and we get a respectful fist
bump.

Joey tags himself in and wants Mariposa, who he facepalms down like a
jerk. That’s fine with Mariposa who destroys Ryan with armdrags and kicks
to the back, sending Joey over for a tag to Castro. Marty is knocked down
in the corner and kicked in the face, only to come back with a dropkick.
The fans tell him that he still sucks though and it’s back to Mariposa to
dropkick Cisco. Things settle down with a cravate on Cisco, only to have
him grab a neckbreaker on Marty for the breather.

Castro comes back in with a tornado DDT, only to have Joey and Mack tag
themselves in. Mack Samoan drops him and gets two off a standing
moonsault as everything breaks down. Mariposa blocks Mack’s dive so he
kicks her onto the pile and dives anyway. You don’t block the Mack. Back
in and Marty tags himself in, causing a slap off with Mack. That earns
Marty a Stunner, followed by a 3D into a Codebreaker to give Joey the pin
on Marty at 8:35.

Rating: B. This was way better than I was expecting and Mack had a star
making performance here. Castro and Cisco seem to be on the verge of a
face turn but that might be due to having Joey Ryan on their team. I’m
not wild on the Mariposa/Marty/Mack thing but it could turn around if
Mack keeps performing like he did here.



Mariposa goes after Mack but Sexy Star comes in for the save and finally
fights back against Mariposa after weeks of cowering away.

Dragon Azteca is on the roof when Rey Mysterio comes in. Apparently
Dragon wants to kill Matanza but Rey points out what happened in Aztec
Warfare. They’re in the trios tournament next week though and here’s
Prince Puma as their partner. Puma actually speaks for the first time,
agreeing that they fight next week.

Lucha Underground Title: Fenix vs. Matanza

Fenix is challenging. Matanza shrugs off a kick to start and shoves Fenix
away with ease before choking in the corner. Fenix tries some more kicks
which just seem to annoy Matanza, setting up a release German suplex to
send Fenix into the buckle. Dario calls for blood but Fenix escapes the
Wrath of the Gods. A big German suplex sends Fenix flying again as this
is getting into massacre territory.

Matanza charges into a superkick and a springboard missile dropkick
staggers him. Dario tells him to remember mom so Matanza catches a dive
and plants him with a World’s Strongest Slam on the floor. Matanza just
unloads on him with right hands, setting up the Wrath of the Gods to
retain the title at 4:50.

Rating: D. It’s rare that a squash is the way to go but that’s what we’re
getting here. This is approaching the Brock Lesnar style monster push
with no one being able to touch Matanza until we get someone really
special out there. I mean, I know Muertes is going to be lurking
eventually but you can only run through so many people before it gets
goofy. We’re not there yet, but I’m not sure who else they can throw at
Matanza for now.

Matanza destroys him even more post match until Catrina shows up to say
stop. Mil Muertes runs in and knocks Matanza out to the floor. You knew
this was coming and there’s no way it’s going to be anything other than
awesome.

Overall Rating: B-. That main event doesn’t really hold the show down as
it was much more about setting something up than the match itself.



Matanza vs. Muertes is going to be sweet and given that this is Lucha
Underground, they’re going to give it the time to build things up. That’s
one of the best things around here: they know how to set things up
instead of just going through everything at once, like the Trios
tournament and then the big showdown. It’s another good show and gives
you more to look forward to in the future.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of the Intercontinental Title at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01D4D3EGQ

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Lucha Underground – March 30,
2016: Bring Her Down Easy
Lucha  Underground
Date: March 30, 2016
Location: Lucha Underground Temple, Boyle Heights, California
Commentators: Vampiro, Matt Striker

It’s the start of part two of the season as Aztec Warfare is out of the
way and we have a new star in Dario Cueto’s brother Matanza, who won the
Lucha Underground Title last week. That means it’s time to start the long
build towards Ultima Lucha, which could be one of the best shows of the
year if they do it right. Let’s get to it.
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We open with a recap of last week, along with the debut of Mariposa a few
weeks back and the Disciples of Death losing the Trios Titles.

We have a house band back and Dario is walking around ringside. He’s glad
to be back in charge in his temple and promises a new trios tournament
starting next week. As for this week though, it’s time to find a new #1
contender to the Lucha Underground Title. This brings out Pentagon Jr. to
say the only reason Matanza won was because he wasn’t in the match. Dario
says Pentagon isn’t championship material so Dario gets choked and has
his arm loaded up. That’s enough to earn Pentagon a title shot tonight,
which is WAY sooner than it should be taking place.

Vampiro approves of Pentagon’s actions.

Taya/Johnny Mundo vs. Mr. Cisco/Cortez Castro

Castro and Taya get things going as this is a rare heel vs. heel match. A
running boot to the face takes Taya down and a double bulldog gets two.
Taya finally gets in a shot of her own and drags Cisco to the corner,
where Johnny tags himself in. For some reason that annoys her, even
though it seemed like she was going over for a tag in the first place.
Johnny takes way too long to set up the End of the World and gets rolled
up for two, followed by a neckbreaker from Cisco.

That’s enough for Johnny as he immediately tags Taya back in, only to
have Cisco get in a DDT as everything breaks down. Cue Cage after that
whole cinder block over the head last week. You know, because you can
recover from that in a week. Cage is so mad that he just stands at
ringside, leaving Taya to take the Psycho Realm (Shatter Machine, a 3D
into a Codebreaker) for the pin at 4:41.

Rating: C-. This was an acceptable enough match as Johnny and Taya are
showing dissension and we also get advancement of Cage vs. Mundo at the
same time. Cisco and Cortez aren’t an entertaining team or anything but
at least they got a win here to give them some credibility going forward.

Marty the Moth is sitting in a chair and reading a book while talking
about people envying the moth tribe. They had a secret weapon in Mariposa
though, who we see murdering various masked men. The Mariposa mask was



passed down for generations and now it’s the most dangerous Mariposa of
them all. As usual, this was an awesome video which made something as
stupid as the warrior of the moth tribe sound terrifying.

Catrina teleports into Dario’s office (Dario: “I didn’t see you come in,
but that’s kind of your thing isn’t it?”) and promises the death is
coming for Matanza. Dario seems a bit shaken but still confident.

Trios Titles: Son of Havoc/Ivelisse/Angelico vs. Disciples of Death

The Disciples are challenging and this is an elimination match. Barrio
Negro (sweet they have names again) starts with Angelico and they flip
around a bit until Angelico armdrags him into an armbar. Havoc comes in
with a top rope double stomp to the back and it’s already off to Ivelisse
vs. another unnamed member of the team. Catrina offers a distraction and
a kick to the face eliminates Ivelisse. I’m not a fan of the champs
losing the first fall like that as it would be a title change in a
regular match.

Havoc comes in and flips over Trece before it’s off to Angelico for a
jumping knee to the face. Barrio gets a knee as well and the Fall of the
Angels puts Trece away to tie it up. They keep right on going with
Angelico hitting a great suicide dive at the same time Havoc takes out
the other Disciple with an Asai moonsault. Back in and Sinestro (thanks
for that Matt) drives to knees into Angelico’s back for the elimination,
leaving us with Havoc vs. Barrio Negro/Sinestro.

Havoc drops them both with a double back elbow. A double cross body does
the same and a standing moonsault gets rid of Negro to tie it at one.
Sinestro kicks Havoc down but misses a moonsault, only to have Catrina
break up the shooting star. Cue Ivelisse again to take care of Catrina so
Havoc can dive onto Sinestro. Now the shooting star can connect to retain
the titles at 9:20.

Rating: C+. Now that’s more like it. This was the kind of high flying
match that it needed to be with all six flying all over the place and
just doing cool stuff. Hopefully that’s it for this feud though as
there’s no reason for them to keep going after the Disciples have lost
twice in a row. Good match though and that’s what it needed to be.



Rey Mysterio is in Dario’s office and says he’s here because of Dragon
Azteca. Dario liked seeing him in the ring last week but Rey is talking
about Dragon Azteca Sr. He blames Matanza for Azteca’s death but Dario
denies any involvement. They drink a toast to Azteca’s memory and that’s
about it.

Mariposa vs. Sexy Star

Star bails to the floor to start but Marty throws her inside for some
hard (ish) punches in the corner. Star’s Black Widow is easily broken up
with a side slam, followed by a Vertebreaker of all things (the Butterfly
Effect) for the pin on Star at 1:25. Nearly a total squash.

Post match Mack gets beaten down.

Dario Cueto holds the Lucha Underground Title and tells Matanza to break
Pentagon’s back. The cage is opened and the champ is loose.

Lucha Underground Title: Pentagon Jr. vs. Matanza

Matanza is defending. Pentagon isn’t sure what to do with him to start so
he goes with shots to the leg. A superkick only staggers the champ a bit
and a backstabber has about the same effect. Matanza sends him outside
and throws Pentagon into the crowd, followed by a whip into the
barricade. Back in and a German suplex has Pentagon shaken and it’s the
Wrath of the Gods (that reverse powerslam) to retain the title at 4:02.

Rating: D+. That’s exactly what this needed to be but I’m not sure on the
idea of squashing Pentagon. My guess is that this leads to rebuilding him
as a monster with Vampiro at his side, which could lead to a big rematch
down the line. At least it was short, which really pushes Matanza as a
monster to be dealt with.

Post match Vampiro gets in the ring to check on Pentagon but gets kicked
in the head. Pentagon is powerbombed through the announcers’ table and
taken out on a stretcher to end the show.

Overall Rating: C. This was a step down from Aztec Warfare but there was
almost no way that wasn’t going to be the case. They had to do something
to follow up on the show and setting up the potential for Pentagon to



rise back up the card after being knocked down is a good idea, assuming
that’s what they do of course. It’s not a great show or anything but as
usual with Lucha Underground, you can come and go with ease and have fun.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of the Intercontinental Title at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01D4D3EGQ

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Lucha Underground – March 23,
2016: Light The Fire Again
Lucha  Underground
Date: March 23, 2016
Location: Lucha Underground Temple, Boyle Heights, California
Commentators: Vampiro, Matt Striker

We’re FINALLY here with Aztec Warfare II, once again for the Lucha
Underground Title. Basically it’s a Royal Rumble with nearly the entire
roster involved and pinfalls or submissions for eliminations. This was a
blast last year and this time Lucha Underground Champion Fenix is
entering at #1 and former champion Mil Muertes is entering last at #20.
Let’s get to it.

Pentagon Jr. tells Fenix that the title is coming to him tonight. Catrina
comes in to say that Pentagon knows nothing about the darkness. He
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shouldn’t even be here anyway since he isn’t even invited to the match.
Pentagon doesn’t care because he only listens to his master. Catrina
laughs it off because Pentagon has no idea what real fear is. As for
Fenix, tonight he takes his last breath and Muertes takes the title back.

The Aztecs play drums and blow horns to introduce the match.

There’s going to be a lot of play by play here as that’s most of what
these matches are about.

Lucha Underground Title: Aztec Warfare

90 second intervals with Fenix in at #1 (just like last year) and REY
MYSTERIO is in at #2. Oh yeah this is going to be awesome. Rey gets the
better of it to start but a superkick breaks up the early 619 attempt.
Both guys spin through the ropes to counter Irish whips before it’s King
Cuerno in at #3. Cuerno takes over in a hurry and drops Rey with a kick,
followed by the Arrow through the ropes to Fenix. The clock speeds up and
the returning Argenis is in at #4.

Cuerno was knocked down off camera so it’s Argenis cleaning house, only
to get knocked into the 619, followed by a frog splash (more like a Low
Down) to get rid of Argenis. Fenix hits a nice corkscrew onto Cuerno and
it’s Johnny Mundo in at #5. Now this could be interesting, or at least it
will be after a break. Cuerno stays on the floor as Fenix and Rey work
over Mundo in the corner. Mundo and Fenix trade rolling covers while
Cuerno and Rey fight outside. Joey Ryan is in at #6 (Striker: “The cold
sore on the lip of lucha.”) but opts to handcuff himself to the barricade
where he can’t be eliminated.

Cuerno superkicks him anyway and here’s Famous B. to offer Joey his card.
That goes nowhere and it’s Prince Puma in at #7. Puma springboards in
with a CM Punk style clothesline and a running cutter to Cuerno as things
speed way up. A HUGE springboard shooting star takes down almost everyone
and it’s Jack Evans in at #8. During the entrance, Mysterio grabs a cross
armbreaker on Cuerno for a surprise tap out.

The three masked men go after Evans but Mundo’s contributions aren’t
exactly appreciated, earning him a chop to the chest. A big splash



crushes Jack again so Johnny pulls him outside as Taya is in at #9. We
get the big three on three staredown with the rudos taking over,
including sending Puma to the floor where he might have tweaked his knee.
Cage is in at #10, terrifying Mundo and giving us Fenix, Mysterio, Mundo,
Ryan (handcuffed), Puma, Evans, Taya and Cage.

We take a break and come back with Cage slamming Taya on the floor, only
to eat a Flying Chuck off the apron. Cage is thrown through what used to
be Cueto’s office window and it’s Mascarita Sagrada (Striker: “Call him a
paragraph because he’s too short to be an essay!”) in at #11. Mundo kicks
him in the head but Cage no sells the window and gives Johnny Weapon X on
the floor for a big crash and a bigger reaction. Puma adds a splash and
Johnny is eliminated.

Marty the Moth is in at #12 and actually starts cleaning house until
Evans spin kicks him in the head. That only makes Marty laugh and it’s
Drago in at #13 to freak Evans out. Back from a break with Drago misting
Ryan by mistake, followed by Rey splashing Marty for an elimination. The
Mack is in at #14 and gives Marty a Stunner on the way in. This gives us
a big showdown between Mack vs. Cage but the clock speeds up again as
Chavo Guerrero is in at #15.

We currently have Fenix (haven’t seen him in a while), Mysterio, Ryan,
Puma, Evans, Taya, Cage, Sagrada, Drago, Mack and Guerrero though Chavo
makes Sagrada tap out to a camel clutch about ten seconds after getting
in. At least they made it quick before it was a Hornswoggle rehash. Taya
breaks up a 619 to Cage so Mundo can BREAK A CINDER BLOCK OVER CAGE’S
HEAD, giving Taya the easy pin.

Puma grabs a German suplex to get rid of Taya as PJ Black is in at #16.
Black suplexes Drago on the steps and here’s Evans to help beat him up.
Drago takes them both down, including a hard launch into the post to drop
Black. Aerostar is in at #17 as the camera keeps having to cut around the
ring to pick up what it can. Back in and Black suplexes Drago, followed
by something like a top rope Canadian Destroyer from Aerostar to Evans,
giving us a double elimination. Yeah Drago was eliminated off a suplex.
Not everything can be great around here.



Dragon Azteca Jr. is in at #18 and starts fast with a dropkick to
Aerostar, followed by a spinning kick to Black’s head. A BIG flip dive
over the top takes Mack down and it’s Texano in at #19. I’d rather watch
Azteca more but we take a break as Texano clears the ring with the
bullrope. Back with Texano diving on a bunch of guys and powerbombing
Black for the elimination. Mil Muertes is in at #20 to give us a final
field of Fenix, Mysterio, Ryan (STILL handcuffed), Puma, Mack, Guerrero,
Aerostar, Azteca, Texano and Muertes.

Not so fast though as Pentagon Jr. comes in through the crowd and
destroys Muertes with a chair. Rey adds another top rope splash and Puma
helps with the cover to get rid of Muertes in less than a minute. Catrina
yells at Vampiro for what just happened……but the clock counts down again
to bring us Dario Cueto, who introduces MATANZA at #21. The match stops
and even Catrina is terrified as he comes down the steps, though the fans
cheer for Cueto.

Everyone goes after Matanza but he shrugs them off and grabs a reverse
powerslam on Fenix (as in he loads up a powerslam but turns Fenix’s feet
towards the mat to turn him instead of head first) for an easy
elimination to guarantee us a new champion. Mack gets in a Stunner for no
effect and it’s a German suplex (dropping Mack on his head in the
process) for the elimination. Another German suplex gets rid of Aerostar
so here’s Texano….who is powerbombed for the fourth elimination in about
a minute.

Matanza breaks the barricade to get Ryan in the ring for some rolling
gutwrench suplexes and a quick elimination. Mysterio, Guerrero, Puma and
Azteca try to form strategy on the floor but Chavo goes after all of them
like the moron that he is. Azteca goes in for some strikes to slow
Matanza down for a bit, only to walk into a swinging chokeslam to get us
down to four. Chavo’s deal making goes nowhere so Matanza busts out a
standing shooting star to get rid of him as well.

Puma and Mysterio hammer away on the monster and a double dropkick puts
him in the corner. That’s about it though as Rey gets thrown to the
floor, leaving Puma to get German suplexed for the elimination. Mysterio
is all alone and gets in a few kicks to set up the 619, only to have



Matanza grab it out of the air. The second attempt works but the top rope
hurricanrana is countered into another reverse powerslam to make Matanza
champion at 50:26.

Rating: A. This was the show I had been looking forward to all season and
it certainly delivered. Where do you even start here? This was AWESOME
stuff throughout as it never got boring and went through the whole match
without ever letting up. You had multiple debuts to set up multiple
matches down the line for some amazing storytelling. I had a great time
here, even though the ending was clear as soon as Dario came out. That
doesn’t make it a bad thing though, especially when Matanza was amazing
to see.

Dario celebrates with his brother to end the show.

Overall Rating: A+. In recent weeks, Ring of Honor, NXT and now Lucha
Underground have all had hour long shows but this was the best of them
all. I haven’t been this invested in a show in a long time and I had a
blast the entire time. This was the show that Lucha Underground has been
needing this season and the fire is back, which is a good thing for
everyone. Really fun stuff here and one of the best non-Royal Rumble
Royal Rumbles I’ve ever seen.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of the Intercontinental Title at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01D4D3EGQ

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01D4D3EGQ?ref_=pe_2427780_160035660
http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6


Lucha Underground – March 16,
2016: Rising From The Ashes
Lucha  Underground
Date: March 16, 2016
Location: Lucha Underground Temple, Boyle Heights, California
Commentators: Vampiro, Matt Striker

It’s a big night here as two titles are on the line. First up we have a
rematch for the Trios Titles with Son of Havoc/Angelico/Ivelisse trying
to put their eternal problems aside to get the belts back from the
Disciples of Death. Other than that we have Fenix cashing in his Gift of
the Gods Title for a shot at Mil Muertes’ Lucha Underground Title. Their
first match was a classic so hopefully they can live up to it here. Let’s
get to it.

This episode is dedicated to the late Hayabusa. That’s a nice touch.

Fenix is in the back when Catrina comes in. She’s tried everything to
destroy him and take his powers because they could give her life again.
Fenix takes her hand as she talks about ruling the temple with him. They
kiss (Didn’t they do that last season?) but apparently that’s never
happening again because Fenix is going to die and Muertes is going to
bring her back from the dead. When did Catrina die? That sounds like a
plot point I should have known.

Trios Titles: Disciples of Death vs. Son of Havoc/Ivelisse/Angelico

The Disciples, with Catrina, are defending after taking the titles from
the challengers back in season one. Since then thought he Disciples have
basically disappeared so this isn’t the most interesting match in the
world. To spice it up a bit (and possibly give away the ending), the
challengers’ careers are on the line. It’s a big brawl to start of course
with the Disciples (whose names are only used half the time) being sent
out to the floor in a hurry.

Havoc’s shooting star is quickly broken up though, followed by a
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springboard missile dropkick to Ivelisse’s back. The champs start in on
Ivelisse’s legs because of her history of LBI’s. What are LBI’s you ask?
That would be Striker’s way of describing lower body injuries because
Matt Striker is a pest. As you might expect, that means it’s time for a
dragon sleeper until Ivelisse knees one of the Disciples in the head.

The hot tag brings in Havoc to clean house but Angelico tags himself in
to keep control. A nice Pele kick drops one of the champs, setting up a
triple dive to take down all three Disciples. Catrina break up something
from Havoc and the Disciples switch places. That goes nowhere as Angelico
kicks out of the small package and hits the Fall of the Angels (running
Razor’s Edge into the corner), followed by Havoc’s shooting star (without
a clean landing) for the pin and the titles at 4:53.

Rating: C-. Nothing much to see here and the champs never felt like they
were in control whatsoever. Like I said though, it was made very clear
that there was no chance they were keeping the titles after they more or
less vanished. To be fair though, the dysfunctional team works better
anyway so this was smart.

Johnny Mundo workout video.

Prince Puma is working out when Mundo comes in. Mundo brings up last
year’s Aztec Warfare and promises to take him out this year. Johnny
sounds more nervous than confident before leaving. Puma punches through
the bag he’s working on.

Dragon Azteca comes in to see Rey Mysterio and drink some tequila. Rey
says Dragon’s training is complete and hands him an invitation to Aztec
Warfare. Dragon asks if Rey will come with him so Rey pulls out his own
invitation and says may the best man win.

Chavo Guerrero vs. Texano

Bullrope match, thankfully with no time wasted on entrances. Chavo has
the Crew in his corner and they’re on the apron right after the
bell….before dropping down to leave Chavo on his own. It’s a tug of war
to start with Texano getting the better of it and choking away. They head
outside with Chavo avoiding a big bell shot against the post.



Texano gets sent into the chairs though and it’s time for Chavo to choke.
Back in for more choking until Texano drops him with an electric chair.
Chavo gets crotched with the rope and a clothesline gets two. Texano
pulls him off the top and a good looking Batista Bomb is enough to put
Guerrero away at 6:03.

Rating: D+. I’m really not sure what this story is even about anymore but
I don’t care to see it again. Texano is someone I like more every time I
see him but Chavo is one of those guys with a very low ceiling. We know
who he is and we know what he can do and that’s the extent of what we’re
getting from him. It’s not good for an opponent either as you can only
get so far by feuding with Guerrero. Hopefully this wraps it up, though
the match was far from bad.

We recap the end of last week show with Fenix cashing in the Gift of the
Gods Title.

Mil Muertes beats down the Disciples of Death for losing the titles until
Catrina breaks it up.

We go back to the other temple 375 miles away where Dario Cueto and Black
Lotus listen to Matanza maul people. Dario thinks his brother is ready to
take back the temple. He uses the key to open the door….and there’s
Matanza, who looks like Jason Vorhees with blood running down his
coveralls. That’s quite the reveal, though they should have waited for
next week.

The announcers preview Aztec Warfare.

Lucha Underground Title: Fenix vs. Mil Muertes

Muertes is defending and goes after Fenix to start, only to get dropped
with a springboard dive. A Lethal Injection puts the champ down again but
he sends Fenix to the apron for a spear through the ropes. Back in and
Fenix’s springboard is caught in a cutter to even things up. Mil goes
full heel (because it’s such a stretch for him) by ripping at the mask,
only to have Fenix climb the corner and dropkick Muertes out to the
floor.



That’s fine with the champ who blasts Fenix in the head with a chair to
bust him open. Mil starts biting at the cut and Vampiro is all “YAY FOR
CANNIBALISM!” Seriously. A trip through the crowd goes nowhere until
Fenix gets shoved off the barricade and into a pile of chairs. Fenix pops
up (appropriate) and walks the barricade again for a big dive to drop
Muertes.

Catrina holds up the stone though and Muertes powerbombs Fenix onto the
announcers’ table. That’s still not enough to keep him down though as
Fenix comes back with a top rope double stomp to the back as Muertes gets
inside. Fenix starts ripping Muertes’ mask off for a real insult and now
it’s time for the beatdown from the champion. You can see Fenix’s blood
splattered all over the mat.

Muertes throws in another chair but Fenix pulls it up to block Muertes’
punch, followed by some shots to the head. The champ can barely get to
his feet and a big superkick sets up the 450 for a VERY close two. I
bought that as the finish. Muertes pops back up for two off a swinging
chokeslam. A great looking spinning kick to the face drops Muertes again
and Fenix powers him over with a German suplex.

Fenix goes up again but Muertes runs up for what I think was supposed to
be a super Flatliner but wound up as a neckbreaker/DDT. Still looked good
enough. Back up and Mil tries the Flatliner, only to have Fenix counter
into a victory roll with a bridge to trap the legs (sweet move) for the
pin and the title to blow the roof off the place at 13:40.

Rating: A. Oh man that was awesome. This was all about the drama of
someone finally being able to stand toe to toe with Muertes and the great
backstory and history made it even better. I had a great time with this
and totally got into the match halfway through. Really good stuff here
and one of the best matches this promotion has ever put on. I’m not sure
if it was as good as Grave Consequences but it was still one of the best
things they’ve ever done. Outstanding match.

Fenix celebrates in the crowd until Catrina changes the rules of next
week’s Aztec Warfare, which is now for the Lucha Underground Title. To
make it even more sporting, Fenix is now #1 and Mil Muertes is #20. And



yes, this was taped before the Royal Rumble. Striker hypes up next week’s
show WAY too strong (of course) to end the show.

Overall Rating: A-. Now this is the show that I’ve been waiting for this
season. After all the stuff that they’ve set up for the last few weeks,
this is where things started to come together and pay off. Muertes losing
the title could have closed the season on a high note but it makes me
wonder what else is going to be happening now that they’ve gotten it out
of the way. Still though, excellent show and a great way to reignite the
fire this show used to have.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of the Intercontinental Title at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01D4D3EGQ

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Lucha Underground – March 2,
2016: Declaration Of Warfare
Lucha  Underground
Date: March 2, 2016
Location: Lucha Underground Temple, Boyle Heights, California
Commentators: Vampiro, Matt Striker

We’re onto the sixth show of the season, putting us at the end of the
first quarter. That’s something close to a milestone around here and
we’ll be celebrating it with a ladder match for the Gift of the Gods
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Title as King Cuerno defends against Fenix. On top of that we might get
some more developments on Dario Cueto’s whereabouts as he gets closer to
the Temple. Or maybe some more sci-fi stuff that this show seems to
feature at times. Let’s get to it.

The opening recap focuses on Marty the Moth’s sister stalking Sexy Star
and Catrina making a pair of matches for tonight, including the ladder
match and Prince Puma vs. Pentagon Jr.

Mil Muertes is in the back when Catrina comes in. Muertes actually talks
and doesn’t like the idea of Cuerno vs. Fenix for the title shot because
he should have destroyed them long ago. Catrina says she’s known him
since he was a boy named Pasqual Mendoza. If it wasn’t for her, he never
would have gotten out of the tomb. Muertes grabs her by the throat and
demands to bury Pentagon and Puma instead. That’s a big negative though
and Catrina disappears, leaving Muertes annoyed. Well as annoyed as an
undead monster can be. Muertes really shouldn’t be talking as he has a
strange voice that isn’t the best for TV.

In the arena, Muertes isn’t on his throne.

Sexy Star vs. Kobra Moon

Feeling out process to start and here’s the Mack (who Star asked to help
her with the Moth) to ringside. Moon chops away and grabs an armbar as
Mack leads cheers on the floor. Star gets in a very loud chop of her own
so Moon grabs a hammerlock into a spinebuster for two. Advantage: Kobra.
Moon tries to roll around on the mat but gets caught in a rocking
surfboard. Cue the Moth for a distraction though, allowing Moon to grab
the dragon sleeper with a bodyscissors for the submission at 2:58. Better
match from Moon here but she’s still nothing noteworthy. Any chances
she’s the sister?

Famous B. does another commercial, complete with masked luchadores. His
offer this week is to many anyone famous if we just call him up. I have
no idea where this is going, nor do I know if it’s awesome or stupid.

Rey Mysterio tells Dragon Azteca that he’s preparing him for destiny.



King Cuerno is at his house and narrates a highlight video talking about
the importance of the hunt. He’ll win tonight too, though hopefully not
in that cowboy outfit.

Fenix is Luchador of the Week.

Prince Puma vs. Pentagon Jr.

Pentagon wins an early slugout but Puma flips over his back to speed
things up. A few Sling Blades drop Puma so he springboards right back in
with a clothesline. Vampiro: “That’s a photo for our poster.” Completely
agree as that looked great. Back in and a slingshot hilo gets two for
Puma as the fans aren’t sure who to cheer for. Pentagon kicks him square
in the ribs and hits one of those VERY loud chops against the ropes.

Puma hits a Superman Punch (makes sense as he’s the superhero of the
show) and Vampiro is in the full Heenan Mode here, insulting almost
everything Puma does and coaching Pentagon. The 630 is canceled and
here’s Mil Muertes coming down the steps. Pentagon gets two off a middle
rope Canadian Destroyer and both guys are down. Muertes rips the sling
off his arm and comes in to chokeslam Pentagon for the DQ at 5:04.

Rating: C. That’s a very WWE ending and I’m not sure I like that in this
promotion. That being said, it makes sense from a storyline perspective
as Puma probably has a rematch coming to him and Pentagon is clearly the
top challenger. The hero and the antihero against the villain in a three
way feud for the title works just fine, though Pentagon seems to have
lost a bit of his momentum, especially compared to the first episode.

Muertes lays out both guys post match.

Post break Catrina says all Muertes needed was a little motivation.
Muertes says next week he’s defending against both of them to prove that
this is his temple.

Big announcement: in three weeks, AZTEC WARFARE II, this time for the #1
contendership.

Gift of the Gods Title: Fenix vs. King Cuerno



Ladder match with Cuerno defending and Muertes returning to his throne to
watch. Cuerno tries to throw him out to the floor to start but Fenix does
something like a half 619 to come back in and drops Cuerno with a few
quick shots. A running flip dive puts Cuerno down outside and it’s
already time for the first ladder. Thankfully it’s an old rusty ladder
because having the polished ones really wouldn’t suit this place.

Cuerno comes in for the save and powerbombs Fenix onto the ladder. For
some reason, a reason that Vampiro doesn’t see either, Cuerno sets up two
ladders against the apron instead of climbing. Cuerno throws Fenix
outside next to the ladders (again he doesn’t come off as all that
bright) before dropping Fenix face first (albeit from a shorter distance)
onto a ladder.

Again Cuerno takes forever to do anything, eventually dropping Fenix with
a kick to the ribs. They head up a ladder on the floor with Fenix sending
Cuerno into the ladder and down to the floor, leaving himself up on the
balcony for a BIG flip dive down to the floor. Even Vampiro gets up to
give that a round of applause but the fighting into the crowd isn’t as
well received. Cuerno takes over again and throws Fenix down onto the
ladder for a scary looking crash. They’re going very slowly here but at
least the spots are big.

Fenix pops up way too fast and sends Cuerno into the ladder before
ripping his chest off with another chop. They fight over another ladder
and Cuerno gets smart by throwing a ladder into Fenix’s face. Fenix is
able to springboard back in with a dropkick to stop Cuerno and it’s time
for a slow double climb.

They grab the belt and lose the ladder for some serious gasping from the
crowd before both of them fall in a crash. That was a simple spot on
paper but you can feel the emotion from the crowd and that’s far more
important. The Thrill of the Hunt puts Fenix down again but Cuerno, being
a heel, feels the need for a table. Fenix breaks out of a super Thrill of
the Hunt and hurricanranas (kind of) Cuerno through the table. A fast
climb gives Fenix the title back at 16:43.

Rating: B. The stuff at the end was better but the first half of this



featured a lot of walking around and wasting time instead of any real
action. The idea was supposed to be that Cuerno was toying with his prey
but that takes away so much of the logic of a ladder match by having
Cuerno never go for the title which he seemed to enjoy having. Fenix
fighting back made sense though and it’s a good match overall, even with
a rather weak first half.

Overall Rating: B-. That goes for the whole show actually as the first
part was nothing special but the main event was strong. The idea of the
three way feud for the title and the Gift of the Gods Title looming over
Muertes make for some good stories and the return of Aztec Warfare makes
things even better. You know some big surprises are coming with that one
and it’s going to be a big deal when it gets here. Good show this week
that focused on developing some of the stories they’ve put together,
which has been missing lately.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume IV at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AXP08DK

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Lucha Underground – February
24, 2016: The Hunt Is On
Lucha  Underground
Date: February 24, 2016
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Location: Lucha Underground Temple, Boyle Heights, California
Commentators: Vampiro, Matt Striker

We’ve actually got a big match set up for this week as we have Johnny
Mundo vs. Cage in a match that could go a long way towards crowning a new
#1 contender for the title. Other than that the interesting thing could
be seeing what kind of new backstory we get for this place, which have
been some of the more interesting things int his season. Let’s get to it.

We open with a recap of Mundo and Cage challenging Mil Muertes before
fighting each other, along with Texano coming back to go after Chavo
Guerrero and the Crew.

Pentagon Jr. kneels before his master, who talks about the split between
Vampiro and Ian. We see a recap video of Vampiro becoming Pentagon’s
master and their match from Ultima Lucha. They’re still together now and
no one can stand in Pentagon’s way, not even her, whoever that is.

Jack Evans vs. PJ Black

Evans does his own intro and further ticks off the fans, including
speaking in rhyme while promising to take out Drago if he comes anywhere
near this match. Jack’s office of a handshake is of course a ploy and he
gets sent into the corner but PJ misses a charge. Something like a
lifting German suplex gets two for Black and a nice vertical suplex gets
the same.

The fans keep telling the referee that the near falls were three’s
because they want to see Jack lose so badly. Striker: “As Jack gets
Kerouac’ed it’s PJ Black on the attack.” Vampiro threatens to steal
Striker’s notes as Jack does a corkscrew kick to the head, drawing Drago
to look down from the balcony. Evans tells Drago to come get him but the
distraction lets Black throw him into the air for something like a one
man 3D. Somehow it only gets two so here’s Drago to accidentally mist
Black, setting up the rollover backslide to give Jack the pin at 3:53.

Rating: C-. Evans is such a natural heel and he’s really starting to grow
on me. Black continues to be a guy who isn’t doing much for me, which has
been the case since he left the Nexus all those years ago. The Drago



stuff could be interesting and this likely sets up Drago vs. Black,
possibly with the winner facing Evans in a rematch. The wrestling here
wasn’t great but it was good storytelling and that’s more important.

Johnny Mundo workout video.

Famous B. video with the theme of a used car salesman. “I’ll turn you
from a jobber to a robber.”

King Cuerno vs. Killshot

Non-title which makes Striker curious about why Cuerno won’t defend the
belt. Killshot quickly sends him out to the floor for a dive, followed by
a big running kick up against the apron. Killshot has to bail out of
another dive so Cuerno hits one of the loudest superkicks I’ve ever
heard. There’s the Arrow to drop Killshot but he’s still able to win a
battle of kicks to the head.

They head to the apron with Killshot bringing Cuerno down with what
looked like a semi-botched cutter. Back in and they trade more loud kicks
to the face (Vampiro: “I haven’t seen something like that since Puerto
Rico.”) until Killshot reverses a Tombstone into a wheelbarrow gutbuster.
Cuerno avoids a top rope corkscrew moonsault though and the Thrill of the
Hunt puts Killshot away at 5:30.

Rating: C. I’m still not getting much out of Killshot but it was good to
see Cuerno continue to look dominant. This is one of those things that
Lucha Underground does so well despite having a limited roster. Instead
of having people interact before a big match, the contact between Fenix
and Cuerno in this case has been minimal. You know the rematch is coming
but they haven’t been fighting or even talking to each other. In other
words, save it for the ring.

Cuerno stays on him after the match but Fenix runs out for the save,
sending Cuerno running away as fast as he can.

Mil Muertes is Luchador of the Week.

Texano vs. Chavo Guerrero Jr./The Crew



Gauntlet match with Cisco starting things off, which includes a superkick
for the pin in about 20 seconds. That was barely enough time for Striker
to get in a Lieutenant Loco reference. Cortez is in next and has some
more success with a few running shots in the corner. A clothesline gets
two on Texano but he comes back with a pop up sitout powerbomb to get rid
of Cortez.

Chavo comes straight in with a rollup for two and Texano is suddenly in
trouble. The fans think they’ve seen this stuff before until Texano comes
back with a superkick to the ribs. Castro gets back up though and trips
Texano with his bullrope to give Chavo the pin at 5:45 total. The
Rude/Warrior ending always works.

Rating: D+. Texano really needs a better opponent than Chavo. I mean,
Chavo will be fine in the ring but this whole “Mexico is mad at you”
thing isn’t really working all that well. Granted some of it probably has
to do with the fact that it’s Chavo Guerrero who is as by standard (yet
talented) as they come.

We go back to Black Lotus and Dario Cueto, still 375 miles from Boyle
Heights as they make sure Matanza is ready to fight. Cueto talks about
Matanza saving his life from their evil mother. One day Dario stood up to
her but he wasn’t strong enough to back up his words. Matanza saved him
by beating her to death with a bull statue, which Cueto has with him.
That’s a happy memory for Cueto because it taught him just how much he
loved violence.

Catrina is walking through the back when Pentagon shouts to her from a
spare ring. He wants Prince Puma, so Catrina teleports to the ring and
says he gets nothing after injuring Mil Muertes. Pentagon loads up her
arm for a break but more teleporting saves Catrina. She says Pentagon can
have the match next week but putting his hands on her was the worst
decision he ever made.

Cage vs. Johnny Mundo

Mundo slaps him in the face to start so Cage drives Johnny into the
corner for some shoulders to the ribs. The fans call him JOHNNY ZERO as
Mundo flips away from Cage, only to get hiptossed into a backbreaker.



Johnny has to kick Cage in the head to escape a superplex attempt and
sends him outside for a big flip dive. Back in and Johnny rides him on
the mat for a bit, only to get caught in a sitout Alabama Slam for two.
This heel speed vs. face power is working for the most part even though
it’s not something you see that often.

A sitout faceplant gets two more on Mundo, who grabs a rollup with his
feet on the ropes for a near fall of his own. The Lucha Destroyer (cool
name for the F5) gets two more for Cage but Johnny pops up with a Flying
Chuck. A discus lariat drops Johnny again but here’s the debuting Taya
Valkyrie to distract the referee, allowing Mundo to sneak in a pipe and
knock Cage out for the pin at 7:57.

Rating: C. The story worked well enough here and the debut at the end is
at least an improvement over Melina showing up in the Alberto match at
Ultima Lucha (Did we ever get an explanation for where she went?). Cage
is basically Ryback with a bigger moveset, which means I’m not really
surprised that he lost here.

Post match Taya gives Cage two running knees to the chest in the corner
and hugs Mundo.

After the credits, Cuerno (again looking ridiculous as a cowboy) comes in
to see Catrina and says he wants his title match next week. Catrina says
not so fast because he has a title defense against Fenix in a ladder
match.

Overall Rating: D+. I really wasn’t feeling this one as the wrestling was
mostly dull but they did a really good job of setting up stuff for next
week. Cage vs. Mundo was fine and the rest of the show was watchable
enough but there was nothing on here that really jumped off the page at
me. It’s cool to see Dario back but I’d like to see some of these things
actually coming together. It does help though that we’re getting a big
match next week and there’s enough stuff they didn’t cover here to make
me wonder what we’ll get next week.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume IV at Amazon



for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AXP08DK

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Lucha Underground – February
17, 2016: She’s Right Behind
Us
Lucha  Underground
Date: February 17, 2016
Location: Lucha Underground Temple, Boyle Heights, California
Commentators: Vampiro, Matt Striker

The show is starting to pick up as the big stories are starting to show
signs of potential. Last week we found out that the cops are after Dario
and have already infiltrated the Temple, which could set up something
huge by the end of the season. Somehow we’re going to be a sixth of the
way done with the season after tonight, but to be fair it took a long
time for last season to come together too. Let’s get to it.

The opening recap looks at the issues between Ivelisse/Son of
Havoc/Angelico, which lead into Pentagon Jr. breaking Mil Muertes’ arm.

Ivelisse comes in to see Catrina and wants another shot at the Disciples
of Death and the Trios Titles. Catrina says there’s no such thing as an
automatic rematch around here (SWEET) so if they want another shot, they
have to beat another trios team tonight. Ivelisse is fine with that and
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can’t wait to get her hands on Catrina. That could be quite the brawl if
Catrina can go even slightly in the ring.

Vampiro promises that Pentagon Jr. will beat Prince Puma later. I’m
getting a bit of a Bobby Heenan vibe from him as he clearly wants to
manage but has to hold it back. There’s even that medication to match
Heenan’s booze.

Angelico/Ivelisse/Son of Havoc vs. Chavo Guerrero/Cortez Castro/Cisco

Muertes is watching as always and remember that Cortez is the undercover
cop (which isn’t known by the commentators). The fans chant what sound
like Spanish slurs at Chavo and the Crew as Cisco (thankfully in
different gear this season) gets armdragged down by Angelico to start.
It’s off to Ivelisse and Cortez with the non-undercover cop firing off
knees to the chest. Cortez blasts her in the face and brings in Chavo
(with his out of place white shorts) as the heels take over with cheating
in the corner.

Ivelisse kicks away at the leg and then the face, allowing for the tag
off to Havoc. The standing moonsault gets two on Cisco but Chavo trips
Havoc in the corner, allowing for some triple teaming. Havoc fights off
the goons and makes the tag to Angelico, who easily beats up all three of
them. An enziguri from the mat (always cool) drops Cisco and Angelico
hits the big dive, followed by a top rope double stomp for the pin on
Cortez at 5:57.

Rating: C. It’s kind of hard to care about the Trios Titles when they’re
not so much a division as much as they are a prop in this one particular
story. Still though, Angelico and company have really turned into an
interesting group that I want to see get the belts back. They’re getting
the story right and that’s the best thing you can do in something as
simple as this.

Post match Chavo yells at the Crew until Texano makes his return and goes
after Chavo, who bails like a real coward.

Video on Johnny Mundo, who says he hasn’t been treated like the star he
really is. Like seriously, putting him in the opening match at Ultima



Lucha? Not that it matters as he stole the show anyway. This was a nice
little profile on Mundo and summed up his character perfectly for
outsiders.

Joey Ryan comes up to Cortez and brags about being a better cop because
he’s better at convincing people he’s a better luchador, which he’ll
prove next.

Prince Puma is the luchador of the week, which I believe he’s been every
single week.

Cage vs. Joey Ryan

Ryan comes out to the music that Big Dick Johnson used to strip to in
WWE. This is the standard Joey Ryan entrance as he rubs oil all over
himself and Striker saying he looks like Joey’s evil twin brother. The
fans are starting to get WAY into Cage which is a really good sign for
his future. Joey uses his lollipop for a cheap shot (it works) but Cage
just DROPS HIM with a clothesline.

Cage misses a charge into the post though and Joey nails a nice dropkick.
A northern lights suplex keeps Cage’s arm in trouble but the hammerlock
slam just isn’t going to work. Instead Cage powerslams him down and goes
up for a moonsault…which only hits mat. Joey actually hits a spinebuster
and three superkicks for two. Cage is tired of this defense nonsense
though so he powerbombs Joey into a backbreaker and loads up a STEINER
SCREWDRIVER (Cage: “KICK OUT OF THIS!”) to knock Joey out cold (Striker:
“Joey Ryan is DEAD!”) for the pin at 4:06.

Rating: C. Not a great match or anything but anytime you have a Steiner
Screwdriver (which means a few Steiner matches in the early 90s), it’s
just a better day. If you somehow haven’t seen that before, go look it up
because words simply do not do it justice. Ryan looked good here but Cage
is doing Ryback better than Ryback.

Post match Johnny Mundo runs in for a spear (nice nod to Muertes) and a
beatdown but Cage pops up and lays him out with Weapon X.

Rey Mysterio is training with the new Dragon Azteca. We get some



backstory on the original Dragon and his connection to Cueto’s family.
Apparently Cueto’s father came to Mexico to try and find the descendants
of the seven tribes to let them fight again. Cueto’s father became
obsessed with the bad side though and sacrificed his son to be a vessel
for the gods, which lead to Matanza. Rey advises Dragon to not seek
revenge but then tells him to reunite the seven tribes, which apparently
Rey knows how to do.

Mundo vs. Cage is next week’s main event, as it should be.

Prince Puma vs. Pentagon Jr.

Puma tries a quick headscissors but Pentagon lands on his feet as Vampiro
is in full on coaching mode. A second headscissors works a bit better for
Puma but he has to bail out of a dive. Back in and Pentagon hits one of
the loudest chops I’ve ever heard before dropping Puma with a
backbreaker. A running cutter drops Pentagon though and the fans aren’t
sure who to cheer for. That’s a good sign as Puma should still be a big
star even though Pentagon has risen up the card in a hurry.

Puma hits a great looking corkscrew dive to take Pentagon down again but
he jumps over Puma in the corner and pulls him down into the Backstabber
for a SWEET counter. Vampiro is ticked that there was no leg hook on the
cover though and talks about Pentagon going back to his old ways.

Puma’s comeback is stopped by a dropkick and both guys are down again.
Back up and they chop it out but the Package Piledriver is broken up.
Puma kicks the heck out of his head but the springboard 450 hits knees.
Now the Package Piledriver connects but Pentagon loads up a surfboard
instead of covering but Puma bends backwards for a cover and pops his
shoulders up at two for the pin at 7:45.

Rating: B. Good stuff here and the ending was a nice touch as Pentagon
looks to be missing a few steps without Vampiro guiding him. You can see
Vampiro wanting to mentor him but at the same time wanting to retain his
new found sanity. It’s pretty obvious that he’s going to snap at some
point and when that happens, Pentagon is going to rocket up the card.

Post match Pentagon lays out the referee but gets kicked in the head



again. Puma teases breaking Pentagon’s arm, even drawing Muertes off his
throne. Instead though Puma says something to Pentagon and lets him go.

Sexy Star is stumbling through the hallways in a scene that feels like
it’s out of a slasher movie. She runs into the Mack, who asks who did
this to her. Star says Moth, but means Moth’s sister, who is apparently
right behind her.

Overall Rating: B. Good wrestling, good storytelling and good storyline
advancement. What more can you possibly ask for from about forty five
minutes of wrestling TV? Well you could ask for less of the Crew but they
fill in spots well enough. There’s a ton of potential for things around
here though and that’s the cool thing about Lucha Underground: you don’t
know how awesome some of the stuff they have could be and you want to
keep watching to see what they have.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume IV at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AXP08DK

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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Reality
Lucha  Underground
Date: February 10, 2016
Location: Lucha Underground Temple, Boyle Heights, California
Commentators: Vampiro, Matt Striker

We’re getting a good start to this new season and it’s interesting to see
where some of these stories could go. Last week however saw the debut of
Rey Mysterio, who still has to actually appear inside the temple. That
could act as a game changer for the promotion as all of a sudden they
have a major name who could bring in some outside audiences. The question
though is what does Rey do once he gets in the ring. Let’s get to it.

We open with a recap of King Cuerno winning the Gift of the Gods Title
from Fenix in the season premiere, along with his apparent deal with
Katrina.

Vampiro is VERY fired up about the show tonight. Like, moreso than usual.

Kobra Moon vs. Bengala

Bengala was a late addition to the roster last year and looks to have
gained about fifty pounds. Moon is a woman in a blue mask who looks like
a cross between a snake and a peacock. She slithers around a lot and
draws a MAMACITA chant. An early headscissors sends Bengala out to the
floor and a slingshot hurricanrana drops him again.

Some kicks and a knee strike stagger Bengala but he comes back with a
horrible looking spinwheel kick. A low superkick to Moon’s hands gets two
but she gets her knees up to stop a big fat moonsault. Moon grabs a
dragon sleeper for the tap at 2:47. Bengala looked horrible out there and
it screwed up a lot of what Moon could do.

Fenix demands that Katrina give him Cuerno tonight. She warns him that
even a thousand lives will run out eventually but the match is granted.

With nothing else going on, let’s head a thousand years into the past. A
man is standing by a fire and talking about how the seven tribes are at
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war. It will take the gods to reunite them, but they won’t return for a
thousand years. Therefore, the man speaking (revealed to be Aerostar in
what looks like a superhero costume), will be heading off to find them.
Aerostar flies off (of course he does) and disappears, presumably off to
the future to bring the gods back.

THIS is the reason Lucha Underground works. They don’t just make up some
dumb idea and then stop it halfway through. Instead, they took a guy who
looks like a superhero and turned him into a flying time traveler from a
thousand years ago (in theory) who is here to bring back the Aztec gods
for the sake of saving the seven tribes. I have no idea what any of that
means or how it works but DANG it sounds cool. Of course it’s no “Dolph
Ziggler is a showoff who steals the show!” but it’s not bad.

Cuerno is working out when Katrina comes in to say he failed. The King
says he did his job and wounded Fenix, but Katrina says that even the
best hunter would fall to Mil Muertes. Katrina tells him to kill the
Fenix once and for all tonight in a last luchador standing match. Non-
title of course.

Jack Evans vs. Drago

Striker is freaking out over the match before the bell rings. They fight
over a lockup to start and Jack misses a running kick to the face as well
as a standing corkscrew moonsault. Back up and Jack slugs away with some
shots to the head. Striker: “Right in the ear! If Dragons have ears!” A
spinebuster drops Evans but he bites Drago’s hand to get a breather. That
draws some rare booing from the crowd but at least we’ve got a clear
heel. Drago charges into a boot in the corner and Evans cartwheels into
an elbow to the face before just raking the eyes.

Jack tries to go up but gets superkicked right back down for two. They
head outside so Dragon can hit a huge plancha off the top as Muertes is
watching from the top. That’s such an eerie idea and they’re being smart
by only showing it a few times. Back in and we hit a quick pinfall
reversal sequence before Dragon hits a nice running Blockbuster. The
Dragon’s Lair is broken up though and Evans puts on a twisting backslide
with his feet on the ropes for the pin at 7:21.



Rating: C. I wasn’t wild on this one but they went with a flying
spectacle instead of your regular match, which is the right idea in
something like this. I’m still not wild on Evans but at least he’s a
clear heel instead of just another guy flying around. Like Drago for
instance. Not bad here but they didn’t go anywhere special.

Post match Evans declares himself the Dragonslayer.

Video on Texano, who I like more every time I see him. He started off as
a cowboy but is now just a tough guy in general. Naturally the guys he
fought in a bar wore lucha masks. I love how they’re just in their own
world on this show and embrace it. That makes things so much easier to
watch.

Katrina comes in to see Prince Puma and asks him who he prays to. She
remembers hearing the life draining out of Konnan in that casket. He was
asking for forgiveness, but was it for himself or for failing Puma so
badly? Konnan would love to see what Puma was going to do to Pentagon Jr.
next week, as it might be Puma offering a sacrifice to his master.

King Cuerno vs. Fenix

Non-title and last man standing. Muertes is clearly showing more interest
in this one. Fenix starts firing off some kicks to start and a handspring
elbow puts the King down. There’s no point in counting that early though
so Fenix crotches him on the top for a kick to the head. A very nice
springboard into a hurricanrana brings Cuerno back down for a five count.
Back up and Cuerno scores with a knee to the head, only to be sent to the
floor. He’s still good enough to sidestep a dive though and Fenix is down
for a four count.

Cuerno throws him into the crowd but Fenix is up again. A clothesline
drops Fenix again and Cuerno fires off some kicks before taking it back
inside. Fenix starts speeding things up and knocks Cuerno right back to
the floor for a big corkscrew dive. That’s only good for a seven count so
Fenix hits an even bigger dive (with a springboard and more spins) for
nine. Cuerno knocks him around a bit more though and the Arrow puts both
guys down on the floor.



Fenix gets up to Cuerno’s shock and awe, meaning it’s time for a ladder.
With Fenix down on the floor, Cuerno starts going up but drops to the
floor to stop the count. A low blow keeps Fenix in trouble and it’s table
time. Some German suplexes through the table are broken up and Fenix
climbs the ladder. He has to kick Cuerno down though, sending him through
the table in a big crash. Fenix stands on top of the wall and counts
along as Cuerno is down for ten at 11:25.

Rating: B-. Much like the second match, this was fun but nothing we
hadn’t seen before. Fenix is someone who could rise to the top of this
company really easily in an underdog role while Cuerno is one of my
favorites. He has such a simple character but they keep adding things to
him that makes it better. Good stuff here and a solid way to set up their
next match, which could involve a ladder based on that finish.

A woman goes into her office for a meeting with someone who looks like a
cop. The cop (Officer Reyes, better known as Cortez of the Crew.
Apparently he was an undercover agent trying to get in on whatever crime
was taking place in the Temple. Again, that’s the kind of thing you don’t
see in a wrestling company but it works here) tells the woman (Captain
Vasquez) about his findings in season one. He was getting close to Blue
Demon Jr. but Demon got back to Miami before anything could happen.

Vasquez doesn’t want to hear about anyone other than Dario Cueto, but no
one has seen him for months. Reyes thinks they should have brought Cueto
in when he had his brother murder Bael. Gee, YOU THINK THAT MIGHT HAVE
BEEN A GOOD TIME? Anyway, the entire idea is to take down Cueto and
Cortez is getting a new partner: the unnamed Officer Joey Ryan. Vasquez
tells them to keep up their cover and pretend that they hate each other
and make sure no one knows they’re a team.

Overall Rating: C+. This show is the best around right now at making you
want to see what they’re going to do next. Right now there are a ton of
loose strings going on and it’s going to be very interesting to see how
they’re going to start tying them together. The key thing here is similar
to what makes NXT work: there are a bunch of stories going on and one
major story, but whenever something is going on, that is the top story
and the only thing being talked about. Another good show here but they’re



still setting things up for later, which is what keeps things interesting
around here.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume IV at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AXP08DK

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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